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nexys a7 reference manual reference digilentinc - the nexys a7 can be purchased with either a xc7a100t or xc7a50t fpga
loaded these two nexys a7 product variants are referred to as the nexys a7 100t and nexys a7 50t respectively, nexys a7
artix 7 fpga trainer board digilent - the nexys a7 is the new name for our popular nexys 4 ddr board now available in two
fpga densities featuring the same artix 7 field programmable gate array fpga from xilinx the nexys a7 is a ready to use digital
circuit development platform designed to bring additional industry applications into the classroom environment, cmod a7
reference digilentinc - 512kb with an 8 bit bus and 8ns access time quad spi flash 4mb
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